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ABSTRACT
At present, most research on the fairness of recommender systems

is conducted either from the perspective of customers or from the

perspective of product (or service) providers. However, such a prac-

tice ignores the fact that when fairness is guaranteed to one side,

the fairness and rights of the other side are likely to reduce. In this

paper, we consider recommendation scenarios from the perspective

of two sides (customers and providers). From the perspective of

providers, we consider the fairness of the providers’ exposure in rec-

ommender system. For customers, we consider the fairness of the

reduced quality of recommendation results due to the introduction

of fairness measures. We theoretically analyzed the relationship

between recommendation quality, customers fairness, and provider

fairness, and design a two-sided fairness-aware recommendation

model (TFROM) for both customers and providers. Specifically, we

design two versions of TFROM for offline and online recommenda-

tion. The effectiveness of the model is verified on three real-world

data sets. The experimental results show that TFROM provides

better two-sided fairness while still maintaining a higher level of

personalization than the baseline algorithms.
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1 INTRODUCTION
At present, most recommender systems aim to maximize the cus-

tomers’ utility by learning their behavior and recommending items

that best match their preferences. Research on customer behaviors

[33] has proven that recommendations can indeed influence their

decisions and result in a good customer experience. However, rec-

ommender systems can also bring unfavorable consequences, such

as they may narrow the customers’ vision [1], or superior items will

receive increased attention so as to become dominant [27], while

inferior items will be relegated to a lower position, which becomes

an extremely vicious circle. As a possible unfavorable consequence,

the unfairness in recommender systems in different aspects, such

as racial/gender stereotypes [22], social polarization [12], position

bias [27], has been a well-studied research topic.

Problem Statement. Despite the different mechanisms which

have been implemented to ensure the fairness of recommendations,

these studies only consider the utility of one type of stakeholder in

business and try to eliminate unfairness among their members. This

makes sense on a platform where one side dominates. For example,

employers have an absolute say in job hunting, and liminating in-

equality among employees may not harm the interests of employers.

However, in most situations, there are multiple stakeholder types

on a platform. If the interests of one side are enhanced, the interests

of the other side will be damaged. Research has found that when

the fairness of customers’ recommendation quality is guaranteed,

the exposure of providers will be greatly unfair [29]. Since on most

platforms, customers and product providers are the two most im-

portant stakeholder types, in this paper, we consider the problem

of fair recommendation for these two types of stakeholders.

The interests of providers in a recommender system are mainly

reflected in the positions of their products on the customers’ rec-

ommendation lists. Providers want their products to be ranked as

high as possible since products in higher positions can attract more

attention, which in turn brings more orders and higher revenues.

But maintaining fairness among providers is necessary to maintain

a healthy market environment, which is beneficial to the long-term

development of the platform.

Customers would like to receive recommendations from the

platform that meet their personal requirements, which is the main

goal of recommendation algorithm design. However, due to the

introduction of the fairness measurement, customer satisfaction

may be lowered because the recommendation lists are not generated

by only considering their preferences. It is a challenging task to

maintain the fairness of recommendation and also maximize the

level of personalization at the same time.

State-of-the-art and Limitations. At present, only a few stud-

ies consider two-sided fairness in recommender system, among

which [29] is one representative. Although [29] also discusses fair-

ness between customers and providers, it is limited in that one

provider only corresponds to one item so the problem becomes

assuring fairness both for customers and the exposure of items. It

does not conform to the reality that a provider often offers multiple

items, which is what we are trying to solve in this paper. It is also

worth noting that one provider offering one item is a special case

of our problem. In addition, [29] also ignores the impact of the

positions of items in the recommendation list on item exposure,

and regards all the items appearing in a list as gaining the same

exposure rate. However, according to the research [20], the top

ranked items receive more attention. Therefore, we introduce the

metrics considering the influence of position on exposure.

Many papers classify fairness in recommender systems into in-

dividual fairness [32] and group fairness [3]. Individual fairness
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emphasizes the similar treatment of similar individual users, while

group fairness emphasizes that the benefits of the group or the prob-

ability of receiving services accord with the demographic structure.

In fact, both approaches are reasonable, and their differences stem

from their objectives. Since most of the literature only considers

fairness for one type of stakeholder, it is natural for them to ei-

ther consider individual fairness or group fairness. In this paper,

we try to ensure recommendation fairness both for providers and

consumers so that individual fairness among customers and group

fairness among providers are both considered.

Approach and Contribution.When two-sided fairness is con-

sidered, recommendation becomes a multi-objective problem. Since

these objectives conflict with each other, it is impossible to optimize

each objective at the same time, but it is possible to find a relatively

better trade-off among multiple objectives through algorithms. We

theoretically analyze the relationship between recommendation

quality, customer fairness, and provider fairness, and find the direc-

tion of problem optimization. We design two algorithms for online

and offline application scenarios. In the offline scenario, we gener-

ate recommendation lists for all customers. In the online scenario,

customers’ requests arrive randomly and recommendation lists are

generated for each request.

The contributions of this paper are as follows:

• We propose and formulate the problem of two-sided fairness

in recommender systems. By considering the influence of

product position in a recommendation list, we design new

metrics tomeasure the individual fairness of customers, group
fairness of providers and the quality of the recommendation

results.

• Through theoretical analysis, we design TFROM (a Two-

sided Fairness-aware RecOmmendation Model), which is

implemented in two versions for online and offline scenarios.

TFROM can be easily applied to various existing recom-

mender systems.

• The experiment results on three real-world datasets show

that TFROM can provide better two-sided fairness and still

maintain a higher recommendation quality than the compar-

ison algorithms.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses

the related work. Section 3 formalizes the two-sided fairness prob-

lem. Section 4 presents the TFROM. The experiment results are

detailed in Section 5. We conclude the paper in Section 6.

2 RELATEDWORK
With the increasing maturity of recommendation technology, many

researchers have begun to focus onmetrics other than recommenda-

tion accuracy to measure the performance of recommender systems

[13, 30], and fairness is one of the important metrics.

According to stakeholders considered in the algorithm, research

on fairness in recommender systems can be divided into the follow-

ing three categories [9]: those that consider customer-side fairness

[6, 34], those that consider provider-side fairness [23, 26, 39] and

those that consider two-sided fairness [11]. Research which consid-

ers consumer-side fairness usually aims at eliminating discrimina-

tion suffered by some customers in the recommendation process

and enables different customers to have the same experience. For

example, a re-ranking algorithm is proposed in [15] that mitigates

the bias of protected attributes such as gender or age. In [8], in-

formation on protected sensitive attributes is removed in graph

embedding by learning a series of adversarial filters. Provider-side

fairness usually focuses on providing a fair channel for different

providers to reach their customers. For example, in [5], an amor-

tization algorithm is designed that allows recommended items to

gain exposure commensurate with their quality. In [31], a fair taxi

route recommendation system is proposed so that taxi drivers can

have a fair chance of accessing passengers.

While the vast majority of relevant work considers only uni-

lateral stakeholder fairness, we consider fairness from both sides.

When both stakeholder sides are considered, there will be more

objectives in the algorithm, and the fairness for the two sides may

be in conflict with each other, bringing new problems which need

to be solved. [35] discusses two-sided fairness in a ride-hailing plat-

form to ensure fairness in driver income and user waiting time. [36]

discusses the relationship between user fairness, item fairness and

diversity in intent-aware ranking. In [29], an algorithm is designed

based on a greedy strategy to ensure providers receive fair expo-

sure and customers receive fair recommendation quality, which is

consistent with the goal of our research. However, in the setting

of [29], each item is treated as a provider, which is a special case

in our research problem. In our model, we assume each provider

can provide one or more items, which is more in line with the

application scenario in real life.

There are also some taxonomies that classify the fairness of

recommendations from other perspectives. In some studies, the

fairness of recommendations is divided into individual fairness

[7, 32] and group fairness [3, 4, 14]. Group fairness is intended to

eliminate the influence of specific attributes on the recommendation

results for different groups so that disadvantaged groups are offered

the same opportunities as the advantaged groups, whereas the goal

of individual fairness is to enable similar users to be treated similarly.

Approaches can also be classified from the perspective of the time

that the mechanism works in the system [38], and the fairness

mechanism is divided into pre-processing [10], in-processing [2, 8,

37] and post-processing [21, 25] approaches. Our study considers

both individual and group fairness. Provider-side fairness focuses on

the fairness of the groups of items provided by each provider, while

from the perspective of customers we focus on fairness between

individual customers. We propose a post-processing approach that

further processes the existing recommendation results to obtain

results that ensure two-sided fairness.

3 PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this paper, we consider a recommendation system with two

types of stakeholders. The provider is the party who provides the

recommended items or services, and each provider can provide one

or more items or services. The customer is the one who receives

the recommended result.

We assume that there is a recommendation algorithm in the

system, which provides a predicted rating matrixV and the original

recommendation lists Lor i for all customers based on V . Our algo-

rithm uses the obtained preference matrix to provide customers
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with recommendation results that are both in line with their pref-

erences and ensure two-sided fairness.

3.1 Notations
We use the following notations:

• U = {u1,u2, ...,um } is a set of customers.

• I = {i1, i2, ..., in } is a set of recommended items.

• P = {p1,p2, ...,pl } is a set of providers supplying items.

• Ip is the set of items provided by provider p.

• V =
[
vu1,i1 ,vu1,i2 , ...,vum ,in

]
is a relevant rating matrix

produced by the original recommendation algorithm of the

system.

• Lor i = {lor iu1 , l
or i
u2 , ..., l

or i
um } is a set of original recommenda-

tion lists based on V .

• L = {lu1 , lu2 , ..., lum } is a set of recommendation lists finally

outputted to customers.

3.2 Exposure of items and providers
As previously mentioned, the provider’s interest in the recommen-

dation system is reflected in the exposure of its items on the recom-

mendation list, and the exposure of an item depends on its position

on the customers’ recommendation lists. According to research on

user behavior, only top-ranked items tend to attract more attention

before the user makes a decision [19], and even an item in position

5 is largely ignored [20].

To address this phenomenon, we need to give lower weights to

lower-ranked items, and this loss of exposure changes very quickly

at the beginning as the rank drops, whereas for lower ranked items,

as the attention has been reduced, the changes in exposure tend to

stabilize. Therefore, the exposure of an item i can be defined as:

ei =
∑
u ∈U

1lu (i)
log

2
(ru ,i + 1)

(1)

where 1lu (i) equals 1 when i is in lu , and 0 otherwise. The symbol

ru ,i represents the position of item i in lu .
A provider’s total exposure can be viewed as an aggregation of

the exposures of items it provides as ep =
∑
i ∈Ip ei .

3.3 Fairness in Providers’ Exposure
There are different definitions of exposure fairness in relevant stud-

ies. In some definitions, better items should have higher exposure

[5], that is, it is fair if the exposure of an item is proportional to its

quality. Some consider a more universal measure of fairness that

gives all items the same exposure. In this paper, we consider these

two kinds of exposure fairness at the same time, and our algorithm

can support the optimization of these two kinds of fairness.

Since a provider’s exposure is the aggregation of its items’ expo-

sures, the provider who offers more items intuitively gains higher

exposure, then the fairness between providers can be essentially

transformed into the fairness between groups of recommended

items. In line with the aforementioned idea of the two kinds of

exposure fairness, we have the following definitions:

Definition 1 (Uniform Fairness). A recommendation result has
the property of uniform fair exposure for providers if each provider

receives exposure proportional to the number of items it offers.
ep1
|Ip1 |

=
ep2
|Ip2 |
,∀p1,p2 ∈ P . (2)

Definition 2 (Quality Weighted Fairness). A recommenda-
tion result is quality weighted fair exposure for providers if each
provider receives exposure proportional to the sum of quality scores
of items it offers in the recommendation lists of all customers.

ep1∑
i ∈Ip1

∑
u ∈U vu ,i

=
ep2∑

i ∈Ip2
∑
u ∈U vu ,i

,∀p1,p2 ∈ P . (3)

Fairness of exposure can then be measured in terms of the dis-

persion of data, such as the variance of exposure, and the lower the

degree of dispersion of the data, the more fairness it indicates.

3.4 Quality of Recommendation
The introduction of a fairness index into recommendation results

will reduce the quality of recommendation results since some items

with low ratings will be allocated to higher positions in the list

in order to ensure fair exposure for providers. In this paper, we

define the quality of the recommendation results as the degree

to which the recommendation list matches the original list of the

recommender system. It is worth pointing out that although the

original recommendation list may still not be absolutely in line

with customers’ preferences in practice, it can be assumed that the

original recommendation list has already reflected their preferences

as much as possible.

We use two classic metrics in information retrieval, namely dis-

counted cumulative gain (DCG) and normalized discounted cumu-

lative gain (NDCG) to measure the quality of recommendation [5].

DCG sums up the relative scores of all items in the recommended

list and gives a logarithmic discount based on their ranks which is

consistent with the idea of item exposure.

DCGu ,l = vu ,l[1] +
k∑
i=2

vu ,l[i]

log
2
(i + 1)

(4)

NDCG further normalizes DCG by dividing the DCG value of

a customer’s original recommendation list lor iu (IDCG) which is

the ideal situation in terms of recommendation quality for results

completely being in line with customer preferences.

NDCGu =
DCGu ,lu
DCGu ,lor iu

(5)

By dividing by the DCG of the original recommendation list, the

difference in customers’ scoring habits can be eliminated. When

this value is equal to 1, it indicates that the result is fully in line with

the customer’s preference, and the smaller the value, the greater

the loss of recommendation quality.

3.5 Measuring the Fairness of
Recommendation for Customers

As previously mentioned, when the fair exposure of providers is

taken into consideration, the quality of recommendations will be

reduced. We introduce the idea of individual fairness and want

the recommendation quality reduction to be equally allocated to

every customer. We provide the following definition:
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Definition 3 (Fair recommendation for customers). The
recommendation is fair for customers if each customer receives rec-
ommendation results with the same NDCG value.

NDCGu1 = NDCGu2 ,∀u1,u2 ∈ U . (6)

We can also use variance of NDCG values of customers’ recom-

mendation results to measure the overall customer-side fairness.

3.6 Trade-off between Customer Benefits and
Provider Benefits

In this section, we discuss the relationship between customer rec-

ommendation quality, customer fairness, and provider exposure

fairness, and clarify the direction of our algorithm optimization.

As demonstrated experimentally in [29], if the recommendation

system is completely subordinate to customer preferences, it can

result in vastly unfair provider exposure. When the algorithm tries

to modify the original recommendation list to improve the fairness

of the providers’ exposure, we get the following three theorems,

which describe the relationships between the three objectives:

THEOREM 1. There is no such an algorithm that does not reduce
the quality of recommendation results compared with the original list
lor iu , unless the algorithm directly recommends the original recom-
mendation list to customers.

THEOREM 2.When the recommendation quality decreases from
the best situation, the fairness of customer recommendation quality
decreases or remains unchanged.

THEOREM 3.When the fairness of provider exposure increases,
the fairness of customer recommendation quality decreases or remains
unchanged.

As mentioned in Section 3.4, if the algorithm directly recom-

mends the original recommendation list lor iu to customers, the

recommendation quality of customers is at the best level (NDCG

is equal to 1), and the quality among customers is fair. Since the

original recommendation list is the optimal case of the customers’

recommendation quality, THEOREM 1 must be correct.

When the recommendation quality decreases, because the distri-

bution of customers recommendation quality is not the same, there

will be differences in the degree of quality loss between customers,

which increases the variance of customer recommendation quality,

and the customer-side fairness decreases. But at the same time,

there may be such a special case that the degradation of quality is

evenly distributed to all customers, so that the quality of customer

recommendations remains the same, and the customer-side fairness

is maintained, which is THEOREM 2. Although this special case

does not necessarily exist in all data, we can distribute the loss

of quality to all customers as much as possible when optimizing

provider exposure, so as to make the decrease in customer-side

fairness as small as possible.

Combining THEOREM 1 and THEOREM 2, we can get the

relationship between the fairness of exposure and the fairness of

recommendation quality, which is THEOREM 3. This shows that
we can improve the fairness of exposure while still maintaining the

fairness of recommendation quality.

Based on these three theorems, we can get the optimization

direction of the problem. Regarding the unfairness problem of the

providers’ exposure when customers’ preferences are fully satisfied,

we can sacrifice part of the recommendation quality to optimize

the fairness of exposure. At the same time, we can make the quality

loss distributed to all customer as evenly as possible to maintain

the fairness of customer recommendation quality. The design of

our algorithms is based on this idea.

4 A TWO-SIDED FAIRNESS-AWARE
RECOMMENDATION MODEL (TFROM)

The two-sided fairness problem discussed in Section 3 can be re-

duced to a knapsack problem which has been proven to be a non-

deterministic polynomial complete problem.We analogize the length

of the recommendation list as the capacity of the knapsack, the

items to be recommended as the items put in the knapsack, and

fairness as the objective. When further taking the quality of rec-

ommendation lists into consideration, the problem becomes more

complicated. So we choose heuristic strategies to solve the prob-

lem. In this section, we propose TFROM to solve the two-sided

fairness problem. TFROM consists of two algorithms designed for

two scenarios. One is an offline scenario in which the system makes

recommendation to all customers once at the same time, such as

via an advertising push. The other is an online scenario where

customers’ requests arrive randomly, and the system needs to re-

spond to each request within a short period of time and provide

the recommendation results, for example, for online purchases.

4.1 TFROM for Offline Scenario
Recommendations can be generated for all customers in an offline

fashion, such as advertising via email. In this situation, we need to

select k items from n items form customers respectively. The expo-

sure brought by the position of each item in the recommendation

list can be calculated. If the length of the recommendation list k
and the total number of customersm are known, the total exposure

provided by a recommendation can be calculated as follows:

Etotal =m ×
k∑

rank=1

1

loд2(rank + 1)
(7)

Furthermore, based on the previous definitions of exposure fair-

ness, we can calculate how much exposure each provider should

obtain to reach a fair state based on the number of items provided

by this provider as follows:

eFairpl =
Etotal × |Ipl |∑

p∈P |Ip |
(Uniform Fairness) (8)

eFairpl =
Etotal ×

∑
i ∈Ipl

∑
u ∈U vu ,i∑

p∈P
∑
i ∈Ip

∑
u ∈U vu ,i

(Quality Weighted Fairness)

(9)

If all providers receive exposure equal to eFairpl in a recommenda-

tion, then absolute exposure fairness is achieved between providers.

Because only a fixed exposure value can be provided by the position

in the recommendation list, the total exposure received by each

provider is virtually impossible to be equal to the ideal value. But

we can use these values as a benchmark for the exposure of each

provider, and make the actual exposure as close to these bench-

marks as possible, so as to ensure the fairness of exposure between

providers as much as possible.
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In order to ensure customer fairness, we propose the following

approach. In order to distribute the recommendation quality re-

duction as evenly as possible, customers who have experienced a

lower loss in quality in the recommendation process should suffer

more losses than customers who have experienced a higher loss in

quality at present; in order to improve the overall recommendation

quality for customers, it is necessary to give priority to items which

are more relevant to customers as much as possible.

Combining the aforementioned ideas, TFROM-offline works as
follows. The algorithm recommends a list of items from position 1

to k . When making a recommendation for a certain position, the

algorithm must wait until all customers are recommended an item

in this position before items in the next position can be recom-

mended. For the first position, an item is selected for each customer

according to the results of a recommendation algorithm in an arbi-

trary order. For each of the remaining positions, the customers will

be sorted from high to low according to recommendation quality

scores in terms of the items selected for them, and the rest items will

be selected for them in this order. For each selection, the algorithm

finds the highest-ranked and un-recommended item from a cus-

tomer’s original recommendation list lor iu . If the item’s provider’s

previous exposure plus the item’s exposure at this position does

not exceed the provider’s fair exposure baseline eFairp , the item is

selected, otherwise the algorithm will look for the next item along

the original recommendation list lor iu until a suitable item is found.

If all the items in the lor iu list do not meet the conditions, then this

position will be skipped and will be allocated after all positions

have been tentatively filled with items.

Every time an item is selected, the exposure of the provider

ep and the recommendation quality obtained by the customers

NDCGu are updated. This process is repeated until items in posi-

tion k have been selected. After this, the positions that are skipped

before are re-allocated from high positions to low positions. Each

time, TFROM-offline recommends an unrecommended item with

the lowest provider exposure in the lor iu list to further reduce the

difference in exposure between providers and ensure that all po-

sitions are filled. The pseudo-code of TFROM-offline is shown in

Algorithm 1.

4.2 TFROM for Online Scenario
In an online situation, customer requests arrive randomly and the

algorithm needs to respond to each request in a timely manner.

In this case, the fairness of a single round of recommendation

loses its meaning, and our target is changed into long-term fair-

ness. We transform the customer’s recommendation quality and

the provider’s exposure into a cumulative value. In addition, due

to the different number of times the recommendation services are

provided for each customer, the recommendation quality for each

customer should be further divided by the number of times the

recommendations are provided, which is the average of the rec-

ommendation quality obtained by each customer in the service

process.

At the same time, because the number of customer requests

constantly increases, the total exposure cannot be determined in

advance as in the offline situation, but changes dynamically with

Algorithm 1 Two-sided Fairness-aware Recommendation Model

for Offline Scenario

Input: k : The number of items recommended for each customer;

lor iu1 , lor iu2 ,..., lor ium : Original recommendation list ofm customers;

V: Rating matrix;

Ip1 , Ip2 ,...,Ipl : The set of items provided by l providers;

eFairp1 , eFairp2 ,..., eFairpl : Fair exposure of each provider;

Output: lu1 , lu2 ,..., lum : Recommendation results for customers;

1: Q = [qu1 ,qu1 , ...,qum ] ← [0 ×m]; //recommendation quality

2: ep1 , ep2 ,..., epl ← 0; // exposure of providers

3: l1, l2,..., lm ← [−1 × k];
4: lun_r ecu1 , lun_r ecu2 ,..., lun_r ecum ← lor iu1 , lor iu2 ,..., lor ium ;

5: for rank = 1→ k do
6: if rank == 1 then
7: Sorted_customer ← Random order.

8: else
9: Sorted_customer ← Sort customers according to

rec_qu from the highest to lowest.

10: end if
11: for u_temp in Sorted_customer do
12: for i_temp in lun_r ecu_temp do
13: p_temp = i_temp.provider
14: if ep_temp +

1

loд2(rank+1)
⩽ eFairp_temp then

15: lu_temp [rank] = item_temp;

16: ep_temp+ =
1

loд2(rank+1)
;

17: qu_temp+ =
vu_temp ,i_temp

loд2(rank+1)×IDCGu_temp
;

18: lun_r ecu_temp .remove(i_temp) ;

19: break;

20: end if
21: end for
22: end for
23: end for
24: for rank = 1→ k do
25: for u_temp inU do
26: if lu_temp [rank] == −1 then
27: emin = In f ;
28: for i_temp in lun_r ecu_temp do
29: if ei_temp .provider <= emin then
30: i_next = i_temp;
31: end if
32: end for
33: lu_temp [rank] = i_next ;

34: ei_next .provider+ =
1

loд2(rank+1)
;

35: qu_temp+ =
vu_temp ,i_next

loд2(rank+1)×IDCGu_temp
;

36: lun_r ecu_temp .remove(i_next);

37: end if
38: end for
39: end for
40: return lu1 , lu2 ,..., lum ;
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the arrival of customer requests. The fair exposure of providers

thus needs to be recalculated as the total exposure changes:

ER = c_num ×
k∑

rank=1

1

loд2(rank + 1)

where c_num is the number of customer requests.

(10)

If the algorithm continues to follow the idea of TFROM-offline
and reduces the exposure difference between providers by only

adjusting this customer’s recommendation list, the quality of rec-

ommendations for him may be greatly reduced. Therefore, when

filling vacancies in the recommendation list, we give priority to

recommendation quality and directly select the remaining items

with the highest preference scores in the lor iu list.

At the same time, when the number of customer requests is

very small, the calculated fair exposure baseline of each provider

is smaller than the exposure that will be provided by the recom-

mendation, which will result in no items being selected in the early

stage. When filling vacancies, TFROM-online selects items in the

order of preference scores, and in this case, it happens to be directly

recommending the lor iu list to customers, which is also a very rea-

sonable strategy in the initial stage of system startup. This shows

that TFROM-online is suitable for the inception phase, and can nat-

urally transition to the regular stage without additional operations.

The pseudo-code of TFROM-online is shown in Algorithm 2.

4.3 Time complexity
The time complexity of TFROM-offline is analyzed as follows. Be-

fore selecting items for a certain position, TFROM-offline first sorts
the customers according to the recommendation quality scores

obtained by the items selected for their lists. The complexity of

sortingm customers is O(m log(m)) when using the Quick Sort Al-

gorithm or the Merge Sort Algorithm. Then TFROM-offline iterates
through the original list of customers receiving recommendations

to find suitable items that will not exceed the fairness exposure of

providers, and in the worst case, the algorithm needs to traverse

the list again in the second stage. So in the worst case, the com-

plexity of selecting items for a certain position is O(2nm2
log(m)).

Over the whole process, the algorithm needs to select items for

k positions, and the worst case time complexity of TFROM-offline
is O(knm2

log(m)). Since TFROM-online only deals with a single

customer at a time, its worst case time complexity is O(2kn).

5 EXPERIMENTS
5.1 Datasets and Metrics
We conducted experiments on three datasets - a flight dataset from

an online travel company Ctrip
1
, a Google local dataset and an

Amazon review dataset. These three data sets cover three very

important aspects of a customer’s daily life, i.e., travel, local living

and online shopping. Our code and datasets are released on Zenodo

2
.

1
https://www.ctrip.com

2
https://zenodo.org/record/4527725#.YCMxKegzZPY

Algorithm 2 Two-sided Fairness-aware Recommendation Model

for Online Scenario

Input: k : The number of items recommended for each customer;

u: The coming customer;

lor iu : Original recommendation list of the coming customer u;
V: Rating matrix;

Ip1 , Ip2 ,...,Ipl : The set of items provided by l providers;

eFairp1 , eFairp2 ,..., eFairpl : Fair exposure of each provider;

ep1 , ep2 ,..., epl : Accumulated Exposure of l providers up to last

recommendation;

qu : Average recommendation quality of customers u up to last

recommendation;

rec_timeu : The number of times that the recommendation ser-

vices customer u has received up to last time recommendation;

Output: lu : Recommendation results for the coming customer u;
1: lu ← [−1 × k];
2: lun_r ecu ← lor iu ;

3: q
temp
u = 0;

4: for rank = 1→ k do
5: for i_temp in lun_r ecu do
6: p_temp = i_temp.provider ;
7: if ep_temp +

1

loд2(rank+1)
⩽ eFairp_temp then

8: lu [rank] = item_temp;
9: ep_temp+ =

1

loд2(rank+1)
;

10: q
temp
u + =

vu ,i_temp
loд2(rank+1)×IDCGu

;

11: lun_r ecu .remove(i_temp);
12: break;

13: end if
14: end for
15: end for
16: for rank = 1→ k do
17: if lu [rank] == −1 then
18: i_next = lun_r ecu [0];

19: lu_temp [rank] = i_next ;

20: ei_next .provider+ =
1

loд2(rank+1)
;

21: q
temp
u + =

vu ,i_next
loд2(rank+1)×IDCGu

;

22: lun_r ecu .remove(i_next);
23: end if
24: end for
25: qu =

qu×r ec_t imeu+q
temp
u

r ec_t imeu+1 ;

26: rec_timeu+ = 1;

27: return lu ;

5.1.1 Ctrip Flight Dataset. We select the ticket order data on a

popular international flight route from Shanghai to Seoul from 2017

to 2020, and treat tickets from the same airline, of the same class

and in the same departure time as the same item, and the airline to

which the ticket belongs as the provider. The entire dataset contains

data of 3,814 customers, 6,006 kinds of air tickets and 25,190 orders,

and it provides basic information on customers, as well as air ticket

price, air ticket class, airline company of the ticket, flight time and

other ticket information. We adopt the state-of-the-art collaborative

filtering air ticket recommendation algorithm [16] to process the
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data, and obtain the original recommendation lists and customer-

item preference matrix.

5.1.2 Google Local dataset. This dataset was released in [28] and

contains reviews about local businesses from Google Maps. We

consider businesses located in California, filter out businesses and

customers with less than 10 reviews, and obtain a dataset contain-

ing 3,335 users, 4,927 businesses, and 97,658 reviews. We mainly

consider information such as ratings, comment time, business lo-

cation, etc., and adopt the state-of-the-art location-based latent

factorization algorithm [17] to process the data. The reviews in this

dataset are for businesses and do not provide information on the

reviewed items. Therefore, for this dataset, we regard each business

as a provider, and each provider only provides one item, which is

also a special case in our problem.

5.1.3 Amazon Review dataset. This dataset contains a variety of

product reviews from Amazon and we use the data released in

[18]. Because of the sheer volume of data, we pre-filter customers

and items with less than 10 comments, and only consider reviews

of items in the "Clothing Shoes and Jewelry" category, which has

the largest number of reviews. We use the state-of-the-art matrix

factorization model [24] to obtain the preference matrix. Since the

data set does not provide information on the providers of the items,

we randomly aggregate 1-100 items to simulate providers with

different scales. The processed dataset contains 1,851 users, 7,538

items, 161 providers and 24,658 reviews.

5.1.4 Metrics. Wemeasure the variance of the provider’s exposure

ep to evaluate provider-side Uniform Fairness, measure the variance

of the ratio of provider exposure and relevance in Equation(9) to
evaluate Quality Weighted Fairness. Since the magnitude of the

numerator and denominator is quite different, we use the [0,1]-

normalized value for calculation.

For the customer-side metrics, we measure the variance of the

customer’s recommendation quality NDCGu to evaluate customer-

side fairness, and measure the sum of the customers’ recommenda-

tion quality NDCGu to evaluate the overall quality of recommen-

dation results. The smaller the variance, the fairer the recommen-

dation results. The greater the sum of NDCGu , the smaller the loss

of the recommendation quality.

5.2 Compared Approaches
We compare our proposed approach with the following algorithms.

5.2.1 Top-k. This algorithm directly recommends the top-k items

in the original recommendation list lor iu , which is also the case for

maximizing recommendation quality.

5.2.2 All random. This algorithm randomly selects k items from

the customer’s original recommendation list lor iu to recommend.

5.2.3 Minimum exposure. This algorithm selects items from the

least exposed provider each time for recommendation. This is an

algorithm ensure that the providers’ exposure is as fair as possible.

5.2.4 FairRec. This is a state-of-the-art algorithm that guarantees

two-sided fairness based on a greedy strategy [29], which ensures

Uniform Fairness for providers by setting the minimum exposure,

and fairness for customers using a greedy strategy.

5.2.5 An ILP-based fair ranking mechanism. This is an algorithm

based on integer linear programming(ILP) proposed by [5] to ensure

the Quality Weighted Fairness of provider exposure. This algorithm
takes the absolute value of the difference between the two cumula-

tive values as the objective, and the quality of recommendation as

the limiting condition.

5.3 Experiment Results and Analysis
5.3.1 Results for the offline situation. We conducted experiments

for the offline situation on three data sets and evaluated the results

of the algorithms at different k values.

Recommendation quality. As shown in Figure 1(a), 2(a) and 3(a),

Top-k, FairRec and TFROM-offline-Uniform produce higher recom-

mendation quality thanAll random andMinimum exposuremethods.

Of these, Top-k achieves the maximum value for recommendation

quality as its results are completely in line with the customer’s pref-

erences. It is worth noting that the quality loss of TFROM-offline-
Quality-Weighted is large when k is small, because the algorithm

selects items with low relevance when adjusting the exposure fair-

ness. In this case, the cost, i.e., the recommendation quality loss, is

large, which results in excessive loss. This situation will be allevi-

ated as k increases. All random and Minimum exposure algorithm
cause a large loss in the recommendation quality due to the lack of

special treatment for the recommendation quality.

In summary, TFROM-offline is capable of maintaining an accept-

able loss of recommendation quality (less than 10% in most cases),

and in practice, this loss of quality is spread evenly across multiple

items so the customer experience will not be changed much and

the customers may not even be aware of it.

Customer-side Fairness. The associated results are shown in Fig-

ures 1(b), 2(b) and 3(b). It can be seen that all the algorithms provide

good customer fairness for all datasets, and the results of TFROM-
offline are also at a high level in comparison algorithms. In principle,

the all random algorithm guarantees fairness for customers, because

it carries out the same operation for all customers. However, it only

makes a recommendation to each customer once in offline situa-

tions, which leads to unsatisfactory results. The Minimum exposure
algorithm does not operate on customer fairness, so themain reason

for the good effect is that there is a large loss in recommendation

quality, and as the overall level of recommendation quality is very

low, which reduces the difference in customer recommendation

quality.

Provider-side Fairness. As can be seen from Figures 1(c), 2(c)

and 3(c), TFROM-offline-Uniform, the minimum exposure algorithm

and all random algorithm stably provide fair exposure results on

all three datasets as k grows when considering Uniform Fairness.
From the results, it can also be seen that if customer preferences

are completely respected, the inequality of providers will increase

with the increase of k and will even increase exponentially. It is

worth noting that FairRec’s results are not good. Although FairRec
is designed to ensure fair exposure at the level of individual items,

it is not as good as it would have been if multiple items had been

aggregated to a provider.

The results of Quality Weighted Fairness are shown in 1(d), 2(d)

and 3(d). It can be seen that TFROM-offline-Quality-Weighted can
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Figure 1: Experiment Results on Ctrip Dataset in the Offline Scenario
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Figure 2: Experiment Results on Google Dataset in the Offline Scenario
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Figure 3: Experiment Results on Amazon Dataset in the Offline Scenario

provide better and more stable fairness on the three datasets. Al-

though the All random algorithm can provide better fairness on the

Google dataset in some cases, the performance on the other two

datasets is not satisfactory. It is worth noting that the results of

the ILP-based method seem to indicate it has limited optimization

capabilities based on the results of Top-k algorithm, which may be

caused by insufficient solution set space due to pre-filtering.

5.3.2 Results for the online situation. We generate a random se-

quence of customer requests to simulate the online scenario, and

evaluate the changes of the aforementioned metrics during the

recommendation process. The length of the sequence is set to 10

times the number of customers, so that each customer can receive

multiple recommendations. At the same time, we also test the per-

formance of TFROM-online with two kinds of provider-side fairness.

Since FairRec is not suitable for online scenarios, we do not compare

it in this experiment.

Recommendation quality. It can be seen from Figures 4(a), 5(a)

and 6(a) that with the continuous arrival of customer requests, the

recommendation quality of the aforementioned algorithms grows

basically linearly. Top-k still achieves the maximum value for rec-

ommendation quality, whereas the Minimum exposure algorithm
achieves the worst result by completely ignoring recommendation

quality. TFROM-online has a small amount of loss on the three data

sets. Of these, the loss of TFROM-online-Uniform is larger because

the goal of uniform fairness forces the algorithm to select items with

lower relevance in the recommendation list of a single customer.

This loss is accumulated during the recommendation process, but in

fact, for a single recommendation, the loss of quality is completely

acceptable to a customer.

Customer-side Fairness. The results are shown in Figures 4(b),

5(b) and 6(b). It is worth noting that customer fairness decreases

firstly and then increases with the number of requests (variance and

mean deviation increases first and then decreases). This is because
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Figure 4: Experiment Results on Ctrip Dataset in the Online Scenario
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Figure 5: Experiment Results on Google Dataset in the Online Scenario
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Figure 6: Experiment Results on Amazon Dataset in the Online Scenario

at the beginning, most customers have not received recommenda-

tion, and the customer’s recommendation quality changes from zero

to a value greater than zero. This change is dramatic, resulting in

the rapid improvement of the deviation of recommendation quality.

After all the customers have received at least one recommenda-

tion, the subsequent recommendation will reduce the differences

between customers and the system tends to be stable. Compared

with other algorithms, TFROM-online can reach a good level of

customer fairness in the end which shows that TFROM-online can
maintain the fairness of customer recommendation quality in the

long-term recommendation process.

Provider-side Fairness. As shown in Figures 4(c), 5(c) and 6(c), if

no action is taken on exposure unfairness as in the Top-k algorithm,

the degree of unfairness will continue to increase along with the

recommendation process and will reach an unacceptable level. At

the same time, the other algorithms can provide very good exposure

fairness, which is consistent with the results of offline scenarios. As

for Quality Weighted Fairness, the experiment results are basically

the same as the offline scenarios. Compared with the comparison

algorithms, TFROM-online-Quality-Weighted can provide recom-

mendation results more consistently and more fairly.

6 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we consider the issue of fairness in a recommendation

system from two sides, i.e., customers and providers. The objective

of our study is to ensure fairness for both sides while maintaining

a high level of personalization in the recommendation results. We

model the providers that provide multiple items and ensure fairness

among them at the group level and consider two kinds of fairness

definitions, while from the customer perspective, we ensure fairness

between individual customers. Aiming at both offline and online

scenarios, we design post-processing heuristic algorithms to ensure

two-sided fairness, which enables our method to be easily applied to

various existing recommendation systems in various scenarios, and

helps them to improve the fairness of the system. Experiments on

three real-world datasets show that our algorithms provide better

two-sided fairness than the comparison algorithms while losing

only a little recommendation quality.
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